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Scouts invade
Grand Valley
jBy Rick Miles
Staff Writer

More than 5,000 Hoy Scouts
attended their 75th Anniversary
Jubilee this past weekend at
GVSC.

They began arriving early Friday and immediately began set
ting up tents m the field adja
cent to I ubbers Stadium.
Ry Friday night, the field re
sembled a "tent city” as Scouts
from throughout the state were
on hand for the weekend celc
bration It was the largest gath
ering of Scouts in the state’s
history.
The program officially began
Friday afternoon with the open
ing of various displays arid pro
grams. The Scouts were encouraged to participate in any of a
wide array of activities.
The inclement weather soaked
the grounds and chilly winds
blew often, but the participants
proved more than a match for
the less than desirable weather
This led to supnsingly high
morale among the thousands of
Scouts, who refused to allow the
rain, or even hail to dampen
their spints.
1 nday night’s progran fea
cured a speech to the assembled
Scouts hi former President Ger
aid R Ford
lord, an 1 agle
Scout himself in earlier vears.
lauded the acci mplishnients of
Scouting over it's seventy five
year history
He also stressed the impor
tance of the Scout's Oath, ur
ging all to live the oath on a
daily basis, “ The oath is a beau
tiful blueprint for success in
life,'' the former President told
his audience, "not just fc•r the
present hut for the future as
well
I he former president was inter
ruptrd bv thunderous applause

many times during his address
to the audience
After his
speech he cut the first pieces of
a 1,500 pound cake baked for
the event.
The displays and activities re
sumed again Saturday morning.
This reporter toured the various
activities and programs and
spoke with some of the Boy
Scouts and adult leaders. Most
impressive was the positive atti
tude and spirit of all those who
were involved.
Said 14 year old David Come,
“ the weather isn't the best but
the campout is still a lot of
fun.” Comic, a Patrol Leader in
the Chief Okemos Council, from
l.ansing Michigan, has tieen
active in Scouting for four years.
Ilis young brother Alan is also
a Boy Scout.
Conic's views w'crc shared by
the vast majority of die parti
cipants, including the adults who
volunteered their time and effort
by l»eing Scoutmasters.
Saul Troopleader David MeCon. "Our Uiys enjoy the
camping out as much as we
adults do
! hey are all capable
of handling the adversity of the
weather liccause they are fine
Scouts and all have participated
in cam pouts liefore tins one
Mel on has l>een involved as an
adult volunteer for ten vears
He enjoys the companionship
anil spunt of his troop, and being
able to help his Scouts dcvelopc
as Scouts and young men Ib
is one of the troopleaders of
I roop number 2 3 2 of the South
Urstem Michigan Council, based
in Kal am an no, M1
I he Scouts were eager to gam
new skdls and knowledge and,
the vanous instructors and dr
monstrators were equally willing
to an! rheir attemprs
Son e of the hardier youths
took on the challenge of the cle
ments as well as physical ae ri

G V exceeds
'boom year*
Final enrollment figures for
Grand Valley State Collage show
a record student headcount of
7,667. The freshman class by
itself numbers 2,725.
“That
represents a more than 20
percent increase over the past
four years, and it tops the
college's previous peak enroll
ment of 7,540 students set hack
during its ‘boom year'o f 1976,''
according to Director of Admis
sions William Fun.
"At this
point it appears likely that
j Grand Valleymmay be the only
collage in th(t*jMe to be at an
all-time recora-enrollment this
fall,” Furr said.

lop Over 5,000 Boy Scouts assembled to hear former President Ford
speak Bottom- Former President Cerald R. Ford enlightened his
audience with his address

virv by participating in the out
door programs. These included
a fitness trail, nature trail, and
canoeing events
Other Scouts preferred the cli
mate inside the Field House,
where many different progTans
were available
Some of the
more popular were rhe displays
of the Michigan National Guard
and the VVlldemess/Sumval dis
plav
Another crowd ['leaser
was the display of hundreds of

vanous badges from the differ
ent Scounng organizations
The wide variety of programs
and displays offered something
for everyone Many participants
were family members of visitors
other than the Scouts then
selves
All who participated
seemed to have had a good time
hut the weekend celebration still
belonged to the Boy Scouts and
volunteers wh o made the cvrnt
a success for all w h o attended

The college's first classes began
in the fall of 1963 with a stu
dent body of 226. Ihere were
steady increases m smdent num
tiers at GVSC from 1963 to the
1976 peak year.
Since that
enrollments
have fluctuated,
with a lovi number of 6,366 in
the fall of 1982. Numbers have
increased steadily ever since
Glenn
Niemeyer,
Grand
Valiev’s Provost and Vice Pres
idem for Academic Affairs, at
rnl'ures the enrollment hike to
an increasing awareness of the
quality
of
the insnrunon.
'We've had 25 years to build
our reputation and I lieilevc
people around the state of
Michigan ate recognizing the
significant <. of our academic pro
grams, the expertise of our fat
ulrv, and the success of cair grad
uates,'’Niemeyer said. “FnroU
ments ate up in our Seidman
School of Business, School o f
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Original drama
to w est
By Michde Shassbcrger
Staff Writer
"A PEASANT OF EL SALVA
DOR" is a moving, powerful and
original drama by Peter Gould
and Stephen Steams, a two-man
theatre company based in Ver
m ont The play will be present
ed Thursday, October 17, 1985
at 8i00 pm at the Ladies’ Liter
ary d u b , 61 Sheldon Blvd., S.E,
Grand Rapids. The play will
only be performed once in West
Michigan this season.
The play has received standing
ovations from Maine to Califor
nia during the last three years,
building Gould and Steams' re
putation with this unique piece
of work.
In turn, die play,
earned them the opportunity to
perform “Peasant” at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall in London in
November of 1985.
The play is a stirring story of
how one farmer and his family
struggle to maintain their way of
life amidst the turbulent events
in El Salvador in recent years.
Gould and Steams skillfully por
tray a variety of characters, com
bining sensitivity with humor,
interspersing mime and Latin
American music.
In this 80 minute drama, which
focuses upon the lives of the
peasant family, Gould plays die
central character. He is an aging
hill farmer trying to maintain
the life he has always known,
rooted in his land, his faith, and
his hunily. The audience sees
the turmoil of recent years
through this gende old man’s
eyes.
Steams plays a variety of chan
acters including a son, a neigh
bor, a Land reform officer, a
government soldier, a plantation
foreman, and the late Arch
bishop Oscar Romero.
The
story is told with humor and
sensitivity,
interspersed with
mime and music.
"A PEASANT OF EL SALVA
DOR” began to take shape in
the spring of 1981 when a Ver
mont priest asked Gould to
create a special piece for Palm
Sunday. Gould wrote the play
to honor Archbishop Oscar Ro
mero, slain the previous year on
Palm Sunday m San Salvador.
The play was encouraged by

Henri J.M. Nouwen, who descri
bed it as “an experience that
opens the heart and mind, deep
ening our understanding of the
poor who struggle for freedom
and human dignity.”
Gould and _Stearns also con
tinue to delight audiences as
agile and quick-witted comic
“partners in mime.”
Steams
studied acting and voice at the
London Academy after earning a
doctorate in drama from the
University
of
Washington.
Gould studied mime in Mexico
with Sigfrido Aguilar and won a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship at
Harvard.
Seen in numerous universities,
communities, schools, seminar
ies, churches and theatres, “Pea
sant” has been called a signifi
cant educational tool, teaching
people “more about politics,
economics and history than a
dozen weighty treatises.’’
The performance, which should
prove to be definitely worth
everyone’s while, is sponsored
by the Institute for Global Edu
cation, 415 Ethel, SE, Grand
Rapids. Admission is $4.00 and
tickets can be purchased at the
I.G.E. office in Eastown. Other
locations include Downtown
Book* or Community Newscenter in the Monroe Mall.
Tickets will also be sold at the
door on the night of the perfor
mance. For more information,
call the I.G.E. office at
454-1642.

The Grand Valley State Stu
dent Senate hat released a list of
openings for its standing com
mittees.
The. committees are open to
any GVSC student and require
variable . time committment.
There is no limit to the number
of committees on which an in
dividual may serve.
Interested
students should
apply in the Student Senate
Office in the Kirkhof Center,
extension 3231.
Dead-line is
October 16.
The following are the commit
tees, number of positions avail
able, and a description o f the
committee.
All College Academic Senate!
A total of four students repre
senting each of the four divi
sions:
Am and Humanities,
Business and Economics, Science
and Mathematics, and the Social
Sciences.
Academic Advisory Comm, on
Broadcast Communications: A
total of four students repre
senting each of the four divi
sions.
The group provides a
channel for input into the pro
gramming of WGVC TV, WGVC
FM and the academic program
in media.
Admissions Advisory Commit
tee: A total of four students re
presenting each of the four
divisions. The committee deals

purer science, and many other
— ------------ --------------------areas.”
Niemeyer also said students re* * Y _
M O iJ I T l
cognizc thc u n i beauty o f the
campus and the quality of life
Con't from Pg l
at Grand Valley. Over 5,000 of
Education, School o f Com- the- students are from Kent,
municationa, health fields, com- Muskegon, and Ottawa counties.
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offered
“ A Hard Look at the Real
Worid of Public Relations*’ is a
seminar for students sponsored
by the Detroit Chapter, Public
Relations Society of America
(PRSA). It will be held on Sa
turday, October 26,1985, at die
, University of Detroit, Student
Union Building, 4001 W. McNichols, Detroit.
PRSA was founded to promote
professional development of the
public relations field. Its Detroit*
Chapter serves public relations
professionals throughout Michi
gan and is one of the largest
chapters in the national organi
zation. The Detroit Chapters’
more than 350 members repre
sent non-profit organizations,
business and industry, govern
ment, public relations counsel
ing agencies, trade and profes
sional organizations and hos
pitals.
The half-day workshop, with
four sessions, provides Michigan
college students and high school
seniors an opportunity to learn
first hand about career oppor
tunities and challenges in public
relations from practitioners and
members of the media.
“Public Relations Journal"
Editor Michael Winkleman will
open the seminar at 9:00 a.m.
with an overview of career op
portunities and areas of special
ization in public relations.
Next, contrasts between work
ing in public relations for a non
profit organization, an agency/
consulting firm, and a corpora
tion will be discussed by Linda
Remington, communications dir
ector at United Foundation. As
sisting will be Harry Nicolay,
president at Anthony M. France,
Inc., and Richard Platt, senior
vice-president of marketing for
First Federal of Michigan.
The third session will entail
"Detroit Free Press” Business
Editor .Man Ien h off and WMJC/
VVHN'D News Director Roberta
Jasina talking about the do's and

Jo n ’ts of working with the
media.
Jeff Capomgro, senior ciceresident it MG 6. Gasey Com
munications and Julie Jabara. a
professional recruiter at National
Par. I. H Detroit, will provide
tips on networking, resume -ant
ing. interview skills and dress
i!. the final session
'■'tudents will !>c given the
chance to personally meet with
the speakers during lunch. A kit
containing handbooks, guides,
and articles about careers in pub
lic relations will be included in
the seminar cost.

There w91 be an organizational meeting for non-traditional stu
dents on Wednesday, October 9 in die Bay Room at the Kirkhof
Center at 3:30.
It has been estimated that 1 out of 3 Grand Valley students .aire
oyer die age of 25 years. The adjustments to college life can be
just as great though different from die traditional students’ ad
justm ent The organization being planned is one o f support to
help with these adjustments for returning students.

3 1 5 0 Plainfield

g l5 3 3 Wealthy S.E.

2 8 8 3 Wilson, Grandville

e i i i i i i a i i i i a i i

The organization will be open to full and part-time, graduate and
undergraduate, day and evening students, new students as well as
those who have attended previously.
\

The Standee Butterwagon offers
Grand Valley Student* a 10%
discount*
Come visit us for our dally
- Special* -

This October, don’t be surprised if you see dirty Levis’ mixing
with dry-cleaned Calvin Kleins, or VW “Beedes". jockeying with
BMW “ Bimmers” for parking. The Great Yuppie vs Yippie de
bate is heading for Grand Rapids.

l
THE STANDAIE BUTTERWAGON

)

4511 Lake Michigan Or.

453-7853

all you can eat! III

A$k

(■8IViiiy fi t Sunday&Hoonys •
<Sji hi***Rirtrviov0'nnnr

smelt - chicken - twist steak - B B Q ribs • shrimp

INCLUDES
includes: salad bar, soup or potato or vegetable ahd roll.

On Wednesday, October 16, at 8 pm, Abbie Hoffman and Jerry
Rubin will participate in the debate, “ Yuppie vs Yippie. The
Challenge o f the 1980's vs the Idealism o f the 1960’s<‘

N EW luncheon entree: char-broiled

sizzler-for $3.95

with chioce of potato and roll.
Breakfast and luncheon specials also offered. Come see for yourself.

Tickets are on sale now for the debate. It will be held in foun
tain Street Church. Tickets are‘$10.CO and available at Ticket
Master oudets.

•Offer good only on regular menu Items.

M rd o
"The Major Challenges Facing Minority Students in the 80’s and
90’s’ will be sponsored by The Student Senate on October 17,
1985, from 3:00-5:00 pm for those interested. A workshop will
accompany the lecture which will be held on the Promenade
Deck in the Kirkhof Center. A reception will immediately follow
the workshop.

foUowing-lCQunars for Fall
Phi Kappa Phi will be holding the followij|
1986. All are scheduled for 3:00 p.m. in r76 Lace Michigan
vill be available, and refreshHall. Opportunity for discussion will
merits. will be served. We encourage students as well as faculty
apd staff to attend.
Today, October 9
Carl J. Bajema, Biology Department
"The Ideal of the Well-Educated Person

An F.cological perspec

tive

Thursday, October 24
Donald Vander Jagt, Mathematics & Computer Science Depart
ment. “The Ideal of the Well -F.ducaced Person The Impact of

\HW CHORAL GROUP ON CAMP I S All men on campus who I
have had singing experience or are interested in learning more j
about anging are invited to participate in the newly-formed
MEN’S GIT I: CLUB.
Rehearsals are on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 5.00 - 5 50 in
Room 156 Calder Fine Arts Center Two performances are sche
duled each semester

dit - enroll in Music 104, Code Number 4964
No audition necessary - just a willingness to work hard and have
a lot of fun. Come along and be a part of this new venture on
campus.

13 Dinners To Choose Worn

|
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" f SAT. & SUN."

BREAKFAST BUFFET
& FRUIT BAR
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT!
1/eg bJ N With LOUDOP uniy
Buffet Served Sat 7 1 P M
Sun 8 i
___________ B x o lr p 11/19/85

pm
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I Grav Sweenev, Department ol Art and Design
“ Fredent Church's To the Memory of Cute
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©

Wednesday, December 4

" - T
|
|

W th C ou p on

Thursday, November 14
Jacqueline Johnson, Department of Social Thought & Public
Affairs. “ Tducanng for Responsible Technology The American
Dilemma”

o f f

ANY DINNER O F
YOUR C H O IC E
Solad Bar FREEWith Dinner FNrrhose

Computers”

Need an additional credit? Men s Glee Club may be taken for cre
or more information on the
ninar, call Freda D. Fenncrat
3-567-2300 or Renee Ahce at
3-225-2596 in the orgamzan ’s Detroit office.

51 Monrote Mall N.W.

'
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T H U R S O C T 10
at 9pm in the
Kirkhof Center
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C o n't/rom P g2 with the efforts to maximize student recruitment and retention.
Not concerned with, setting
admissions standards.

Computer Advisory Commit
tees One student representative.
To establish a user* group to
assist thd Computer Center for
the delivery of a computer seT*
vice to the GVSC community.

U d ie t ’ FactOfy Outlet
Ladies’ Clothing from Teens.

*

to Queens
6837 Uks MMiigHi Orln
805-6103

bag

H O U R S:

P« Focmr-

College . Curriculum Commit * rive. To review policy arid pro „ him Committee relative- to the
tee: One student representative.
cedures and provide advice rela academif function o f rite Col
lege's international program.
The committee review* and re
tive to policy d b c ttn b for the
College Judiciary Committee:
commends to the GVSC Aca
Financial Aid Office.
Twelve
student representatives.
intercollegiate A thletic Advi
demic Senate or appropriate
See
Section
303.01 o f rise Stu
sory Board: One student repre
unit on all new program's.
dent Code.
sentative. To advise the Vice
Faculty Scdary and Budget
Newspaper Advisory Board:
President for Administration arid
Committee: One student repre
One student representative from
the Director of Intercollegiate
sentative. To study data and
Atfaledcs on all matter* regard each .division. To advise and
make recommendation* to the
ing athletics on campuaAcademic Senate through the
work with the
international Studies Advisory
Executive Committee of the Se
paper . '
....* ‘
Writing Skills Committee: One
Committee: One itudent reprenate on die allocations o f funds
student representative.
within the GVSC budget.
- sentadve from each o f the four
Financial A id Review Commit
divisions. To make recommen
tee: One student representtdations to the College Curricu-

J

M on.' 10-8 .
Ju w .-Frl.

on

1 0 6 :30 .

sa t 104
Henry E. Hardy
StaffWriter

DREAM
DATES

Let Us Make Your
Dreams A Reality
Tired of the creep show? Then Join our referral listing
free of charge. Our Ladies are always polite and our
Gentlemen forever courteous.
We offer for those who wish to choose and coordinate
their own dates 3 different plans:
Plan A
Plan B
Plan C
12 months
6 months
3 months
We supply 4 reference charts per month and an update
bulletin quarterly on the latest discounts and any events
we sponsor.
The best thing is that all is handled through the mail.
You make your own appointments.

Call us today at: (6 1 6 )2 4 5 4 9 5 1
Or write: Dream Dates, P.0. Box 7387
Grand Rapids, MI 49510

Grand Valley State College Pro
fessor Benjamin Khoapa recently
expressed what he felt were the
reason* for die black revolt aga
inst South Africa’s system of
racial segregation in an address
to about 90 Grand Valley
students and facUlity. His pre
tention emphasized the role of
the “black consciousness" move
ment in creating a new political
reality in South Africa in which
African people will no longer co
operate with
the systems
through which they are ruled by
a white minority.
The black consciousness move
ment of the late 1960’s articu
lated a different goal for the lib
eration struggle, said Khoapa.
He said that the aim of the
people should now be to free
themselves.
“Black people ought to be part
icipants in their own liberation,”
Khoapa said. ‘‘By dealing with
the kind of behaviors on their
own part that make it possible
for so few people to dominate
them.’'
After the 1960’s, the
major emphasis was not on gain
ing admittance to the white
dominated power structure, but
rather on, “black self help.”
In 1975, waves of unrest struck
South Africa, especially in the
huge city of Soweto. Khoapa
noted that this movement was
signigicant because it was the
first wave of protest to be
largely carried out by young
people. He noted that over half
of the population of South
Africa was under Id year* of
age. When an 18 year old was
arrested in a demonstration
many years ago, this was con

sidered remarkable and was com
mented upon by die press.
Khoapa explained that the
youngest one arrested in the
current year of unrest was six
years old.
Prof. Khoapa predicted in a
Lanthorn interview that South
Africa would become a one
party socialist state, “but, this
does not mean Communism,’'
he said.
The future social system in '
South Africa would best be des
cribed as “African Socialism,"
Khoapa said.
He said that
Tanzania and Kenya would pro
vide better models than Moscow
or Washington.
“The way we look at Moscow
and Washington is with the same
brush- we see them as a differ
ent people, a different culture,
with institutions which have by
and large, been oppressive.”
The African paradigm, or
model, of the government is the
family, Khoapa said. Therefore,
in his view, the establishment of
a one-party system is inevitable,
for the model is not one of a
competitive political heirarchy,
but rather of a large and diverse
family.
Khoapa said that ideological
differences must be put aside
for the time being, and that the
primary effort must be to over
throw apartheid.
The important thing for
Americans to do , in Khoapa’s
opinion, “is to declare solidar
ity with people fighting for
justice without preopinion of
setting conditions. I think this
is a ' weakness of the present
(ReagaalAdministrarion policies.
I diiiik' riiey are an insult to our
e.
no m a

In collaboration with the
School of Communications, the
Loosing chapter o f the American
Red Cross and the Grand Valley
Blood Program are cooperating
with die production o f “Dracula” by offering free admission
to t&e play. To receive free ad
mission, blood donors in Kent
and Ottawa counties must fill
out a form in which 200 names
will be picked as winners. Any
one who donates blood through
out this month b eligible.
Don't forget to crime dressed
in costume to receive half off
at performances on any Friday
or Saturday night, 8 pm, bet
ween October 18 and November
2. Special performance on Hal
loween night General admis
sion wiH be S4.50, $2 for stu
dents and senior citizens, and $1
for high school students. Call
the Theatre office at 895-3485
for reservations and more infor
mation.

Immunization
offered again
Influenza immunizations are
again available in the Med+Center GVSC offices, located in the
Field House rotunda. They will
be offered every Tuesday and
Friday, 10:00 am to 3:00 pm,
for the months of October and
November. Individuals who are,
at high risk for influenza infec
tions are advised to obtain im
munizations in the mid-fall
annually.
Individuals at riskjnelude
those
isk^ndi
exposed to laige'numbers
of fll
:v*iumb
people, those who.
chroni
cally Ol, and the
lm*
munizarions may b e : obtained
without appointment. C dl Ext.
3280 for further infomthtion

A t Large

Preparation H

Ellen
G oodm an

for Hurricane Gloria

BOSTON-When the moment
of enlightenment finally came,
we were sitting around a kitchen
table laden with candles, looking
for all the world like believers at
a seance. The first sign o f life in
our technological universe was
not, however, a supernatural
knock on die table. It was the
reassuring hum of the refrigera
tor.
Somewhere in the house a
radio was heard, then the light
switches sprang back in action,
and soon the neighborhood was
out on the street, singing the
praises of Thomas Edison and
his entire crew. After two days
in the dark, Hurricane Gloria
was officially over on this block.
We stood around for a few
minutes sharing reports of
damage to a fence here, a tree
there, branches everywhere. We
lingered longer over the details
of food that had been defrosted
and bodies that hadn't been

washed.
And there was the
strangest aura in the air; some of
us were feeling just the oddest
bit gyped.
It. was as if, having been pre
pared to truly suffer the worst,
the. worst hadn’t been bad
enough to really satisfy us.
There we were, hatches battened
down, mettle ready to be tested,
adrenalin pumping away, a con
tender in the ring. But three
rounds into the main event,
somebody called off the fight.
In New England, at least,
Gloria was impressive enough,
but not the advertised killer hur
ricane of the century. The reac
tion in the sunny calm after the
storm was of relief tinged, weifil
ly, with regret. Expecting a mo
ment of glory, some ended up
with a modest case of postGloria depression.
What a very curious event in
the annals of human meteoro
logy. How do you figure the'
touch of disappointment at hav
ing been spared any disaster?

Page 5
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The flood that doesn’t crest
after we've sandbagged the city.
Comedian Tim Allen on stage.
The typhoon that doesn’t arrive
6. (photo by Jill Scbroeder.)
after we’ve evacuated to the
cane), the newscasters behaved
gym.
,«as if they had stock in Gloria
Many, I suppose, feel an anti
and the market was foiling faster
climax to the high of prepara
firan
tion. In file day heFore Gloria’s
more the forecast brightened,
arrival, anyway, people geared
the gloomier the forecasters.
up for survival with die purpose
Their problem is that they take
ful pleasure totally lacking from
our dealings with the man-made it all personally-, any storm that
disasters of civilization. This doesn’t follow the path of their
was not gridlock, it was wind predictions is spiteful.
This
and water. The line outside the
time, they were looking forward
liquor store matched the line at to devastation, and all they got
the hardware store.
were chimneys and roofs, a
One day people rounded up the
whole lot of trees and half-alawn furniture, stockpiled flash
million New Englanders in need
light batteries and put masking
of a hot shower. Golly gee.
tape on the plate-glass windows.
But the next day the windows
What this post-Gloria depres
looked a bit silly: all dressed up
sion, or any other, comes down
with no place to go. One day
to is the Three Little Pigs
people were filling tubs with
Theory of Life. We all grew up
water. But the next day most
assuming that die hero of file'
were ernptying them.
fairy tale was the pig who built
If the home-owners suffered
the brick house. In fact he was
from Preparation H (for Hurri
probably a prig of a pig, a

See story on Page
regular
delayed-gratification,
workaholic deft-footed bore.
But he was ready for trouble.
sitting smugly in his house for
m onths," maybe years, just
waiting for the wolf to show up.
But what if die wolf had never
come? What if the wolf hadn’t
blown in the other two houses?
What if his huff and his puff
hadn't been up to snuff?
Well, somewhere in the middle
of Gloria's race up the East
Coast, her blow let up a bit and
the operative fairy tale switched
from the Three little Pigs to
Chicken Little. She left a mess
in her wake, and she also left
some of the natives feeling just
a bit let down.
It’s an odd one, I suppose. 1,.
for one, would always rather be
safe than sorry. Until this week,
it never occurred to me that
you could he both.

Review: Q o se performs to the "Maxiem um "
By Todd Saylor
Staff Writer
Jan and Nick are a happily
married couple of eight years.
Both have secure jobs.
Nick
works for the public library as
the caretaker o f ancient books,
and Jan has a highly important
secretarial job for Bishop Camp
bell of the Catholic dioses. All
is well in there lives until one
day when they decide to wall
paper their new apartment. Un
der the many layers o f old paper
they discover something very
strange. On the bare wall o f the
apartment they Find a message
written in lipstick.
“Maxie
Malone March 3, 1927, read it
and weep."

The only one with a clue to
what the mysterious message
means is their landlady Trudy
Lavcn who is frightened to tears
when she first sees the since for
gotten writing.
It seems that
Maxien Malone was once a good
friend and companion of Mrs
Lavcn in the old days when they
both were professional dancers
Maxie had been given a small
part in a silent film and im
pressed the director so much he
gave her a line in the picture.
A top producer saw the film and
thought she was such a hum 
dinger that he offered her a
starring role in a new picture

that was in the works. Maxien
threw a huge party to celebrate,
during which she wrote the mes
sage on the wall. She also got
a little drunk and desided to go
for a joy ride. She lost control
of her car and rammed a tree,
killing herself, but most of all
she killed her dream.
Later the next evening Nick
brings a videotape of 2 0 ’s clas
sic films home to see what was
so special about this flapper
named Maxie. He ends up get
ting more than he bargained for
when Maxie appears in her
ghostly form to see the Film (the
Film she was never able to see
when she was alive). He goes to
bed thinking he possibly had too
much wine, but realizes that
what he saw that night was in no
way alcohol induced. He wakes
his wife to tell her about his pre
sumed psychotic episode and
Finds her in an extremely good
mood, making love to him as if
she were possessed. In fact she
is possessed by the spirit of
Maxien Malone who takes over
her body and flaps her way to a
starring role in the remake of
Cleopatra.

Glenn Close who plays both
Jan and Maxie in the film has
turned in a great performance
['hough the film itself is slow
and somewhat flawed she shines
like a diamond in a se^ of sand

It seems that in each film she
gets better and better (that’s
difficult when you ’ve been
nominated three times for aca
demy awards). Also appearing
in the film are the dynrinic film
personalities of Bernard Hughes,
who plays Bishop Campbell, and
Ruth Gordon who turns an ex
ceptional performance as Trud^
Lavcn the landlady that puts the
pieces together. All things con
sidered “Maxie” is worth seeing
if only to see Glenn Close at her
best, that’s why I give it a (R).
Now playing at Studio 28.

Pianists provide a pleasant break
By Amy Klofkom
Staff Writer

Pianists
t.nc
Ziolek
and
Juliannc Vanden Wyngaard pen
formed before a moved audience
last Friday at noon in the Louis
.Armstrong Theater.
The 50
minute program consisted of
pieces from Bailerto Grottcsco,
.Andante und Vanauoncn and
Sonate.
The pianists have performed to
gether at two previous Lunchbreak Senes concerts.

Dr. Ziolek is a member of the
faculty at the University of
Iowa. He was previously on the
GVSC faculty from 1979-82.
Ziolek is a composer in his own
right.

Wyngaard is President of the
Michigan Music Teachers Asso
ciation and is chairperson of the
Grand Valley Music Department.
She has recently haJ a recording
released on the Orion Master Re
cording label
Later this year they will per
form together again, at the Uni

versity of Iowa.
The next program in the
Lunch break Series will take
place Wednesday, October 9
T. Daniel, a world class mimist,
will be the guest performer.
All Lunchbreak Senes perfor
mances take place from 12i 2 50 in the Louis Armstrong
Theater, located in the ('.alder
Fine Arts ('enter. Admission is
free and students, faculty, and
tnc general public are invited to
attend. Sack lunches are avail
able at an affordable rate.
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COMEDY CORNER
by Berke Breathed

BLOOM CO UNTY
77GXE'S HOMING
W € CAN

PO

3<JT

O f COURSE
MERE 15 '

BACHELOR OF THE WEEK-BILL SHEEHAN
Bill is a junior majoring in geology. He enjoys golf,
tennis and camping, and loves to dance (photo by

DRABBLE

*>v Kevin Fa» m

Allen's enjoyable
\

KiORN\AM,6fOP
MOOC fiN 6 L R N iA lL 6

Comedian Tim Allen dclightened an intimate
crowd in an enjoyable Night Club Series perfor
mance last Thursday.
Allen got off to a slow start but as the night
progressed, his routine became entertaining
Alien is a graduate of Western Michigan 1'niver
sity, and fails from Birmingham.
He has performed six times as the opening act
for actress Susan Sommers Allen has toured the
college circuit for a year

Fasting
/Vs a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2 + F/A-18/V a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you’re 23 But it takes a special
commitment on your part We
“
demand leaders at all levels.
§ w fh / f l

We teach you to be one Ifyou’re

U AAMA

a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs If you’re a
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. .And
you can count on
going farther... faster.
C l l V '- l # # #
W ere lo o k in g /o r a few g o o d men.

for

Ethiopia
By Kodd Monts
f eatures Editor
Campus Ministry, in coopera
tion with SAC,A will be sponsor
mg what they termed a "Uorm
l ast for Ethiopia." on October
lb.
Campus Minister Chic Broers
ma is responsible for arranging
this project " I here's an aware
ness of a corrmuaJ need (or help
in Ethiopia," Brocrsma said lie
believes that (.rand Valiev stu
dents are willing to participate
in this event, because they care
about the problems of the ta
nunc victims.
I he theme of the fast will lx"Skip a Meal and Help Save a
life "
On Monday ami lues
day. October 14 \ I 5 . all siu
dene on nthcr o f the S \ ( , \
meal plans will have t he oppor
tunirv to register lor t he last
\ table will he set u p in t h e I .
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October 9, Miscellaneous
Lunch break - T. Daniel world traveled mimist, free.
October 9
d i n k - On campus GYN clinic, call ext. 3280 for
appointment.

j

‘

““

--

1

I

M ovies
Woodland Mall
Silverado (PG-13), Jagged Edge (R), Compromising
Positions (R), Cocoon (PG-13), Black Cauldron (PG),
Beverly Hills Cop (R), Commando (R), Kentucky
Ftied Movie (R).

Digging in the
garbage

Joe Morford

3

r“ ”

’

? - ^ '<■.

•

■ :y-c

Studio 28
Maxie (PG), Prizzie’s Honor (R), Teen Wolf (R),
S t Elmo’s Fire (R), Back to die Futiflfc (PG), Creator
(R), Commando (R), Jagged Edge (R), Pee Wee’s
Big Adventure (PG).

Hom ecom ing

October 12, 10 pm & Mid.
Movie - “ Star Wars” , LAT, $1 with ID.
October 13, 7 & 9 pm
Movie - ‘‘Empire Strikes Back”, LAT, $1.

October 14, by 5 pm
Entry Forms Due
King/Queen.

for

Spirit

-——

.....

•••’

■

October 16, 8 & 10 pm
Movie - “ Return of the Jedi". LAT, $1, also a
“Meteor Watch at midnight outdoors. Don’t miss!
October 17, 9 pm
Out of This World - Galaxy King and Queen contest,
Galax)T$ar, and Tang Chugging contest, Kirkhof Cen
ter.
October 18, see times below
Flying Saucers - Frisbee competitions, 3 pm, Kirk
hof Center Lawn.
Bonfire - Homecoming Bonfire, 6:30 pm, Robinson
Field.
Competitions, Festivities, Music, 6:30 pm Robinson
Reid.
Beam me up - Hot air balloon launch, 6:30 pm,
Robinson Field.
Party - Count down to victory party, 9 pm - 1 am,
Kirkhof Center.

1985

Every Tuesday, 7 pm
Fellowship - Intervarsity Christian fellowship. Portside Room, Kifkhof Center.
October 14, noon
Lunchbreak Series - Tower Brass quintet does a
repeat performance, LAT, free.

~

Banners

and

October 15, 9 pm
Comedy - Andy Andrews, nationally known
comedian, plus Space Cadet Contest, Kirkhof Center,
free. WOW!

October 19
March - Spirit banner march to football game, 1 pm
Main event - Lakers vs. Hillsdale, 1:30 pm, Lubbers
Stadium
Splashdown - Homecoming pool party, 4 pm, Field
House pool.
Dance - Homecoming dance, semi-formal (no jeans),
live band, 9 pm -1 am, Held House Arena.

If I w e re e
barley in

!

veg table

i
3
I

sou p

w ith th is co u p o n

i$1 o ff haircuts
I

1 have this paranoia-about
walking through public places
with m y pants unzipped. Even
though I know they’re not-I
check them with my pinkie
about 20 times, or every three
steps, very casually slipping my
little finger under my fly, check
ing for the head o f my zipper. I
know it ’s there but still it seems
is though everyone is starring at
me because my pants are unzip
ped. But then I realize that if
I act scared everyone will start
laughing, but if I act like having
your pants unzipped is the thing
to do, everyone will unzip their
pants and try to be as cool as

me.
So 1 strut around beyond
macho, now with my head in
the air just like King Kong on
the Boardwalk.
But then it
hits me that when I came in
from outside my nose was run
ning and so 1 had to blow it and
now, I’ll bet that I’m walking
around like KingKong with a
booger on his face-and every
one's laughing at me, oh man, I
look stupid. I'm hiding my nose
and heading for the bathroom.
Wait a minute. It sure doesn't
fed like I have anything hanging
. out of my nose . . . but some
times you do even when it does

Page 7

not feel like i t
Oh no, here comes that girl.
No, no, no, don’t come over
here and talk to me now-bad
time, go away.
Why did she
have to talk to me now. I’ve,
got snot on my face, bad breath,
spinach on my teeth, greasy
hair, my shirt’s purple, my socks
are yd low , and my pants are un
zipped. How am 1 supposed to
make conversation with all this
on my mind? But, maybe I’m
more attractive this way. Yeah,
it’s the Marlboro man look-yes,
1 can tell she likes my style"Yes, as a matter of fact 1 look
like this because I’m studying
to be a doctor, and we must
make sacrifices
“-hey,
why'd she leave?
Dang, I should have worn
deodorant today-man, I’ll bet 1
stink, that's why she left. Man,
now she’s telling her friends
about me.
I bet they all think
I’m a pig.
1 wanna get up and leave but
if 1 do I know I’ll throw up,
then I’ll be so nervous my knees
will tremble and I’ll fall face first
in it, and then I’ll be so embar
rassed I’ll run away, but then
slip and fall in it What am I

Con't on Pg 10

regularly $6
i

!$5 o ff perm
regularly $30

expires 1 1 /1 /8 5
Allendale's Hair Care
5401 Lk. M ichigan Dr.
Allendale 895-6568
! A cro ss fro m B roenes Furniture Ltd.
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Literary Diet
ANSWER'S TO LAST WEEK’S
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1 Soap plant
6 Wall hanging
11 Pointed
16 King of
Britain: Welsh
20 Stephen
Vincent — - *
21 Curtain fabric
22 Ascetic
Palestinian of
old
23 Swiss river
24 Life raft
25 Retract a
statement
95 Varnish
27 John -—ingredients
28 Fuegiah 1
96 Noun suffix
29 Righfand left
97 This takes
’31 Climb :
snaps
32 Condense
99 Death, to
34 Diamond for
ancient
one
Romans
36 Young foxes
100 Parapsychol
37 Come to a halt
ogist
38 Ancient
102 Backer
Persian
103 Welsh John
39 Correspond
104 Brown, sort of
41 N o---106 Chicken---42 Count
107 Ecstasy
47 Point in orbit
109 Louse
50 Expanded
110 Gay or gloomy
53 He died at age
111 Suppressed
of 905
114 Most urgent
64 Hon d'otuvrt
115 A demoniac
55 Unlike,
118 Against
67 Worry 1
119 Heighten
68 Seek prey
121 Food
60 Taro root
61 Warn
122 They’re sour
62 Topic
124 A palm
64 Attendant
125 Functional
66 Vergil’s work
light
67 Planet
129 Interest
68
------------ Kanpf
132 Pour a drink:
69 Interrupt
Scots
^
72 Talus
133 Least foolish
73 Woo: arch.
74 Girl's name
136 Direction
76 —~ Talbot
136 Roman poet
77 Haunt
137 Improvement
persistently
140 Yearns
79 Well-groomed
142 A kind of green
81 Black eye: si.
83 Most certain
84 Method of
surveying
85 Goad
86 Averse to
88 Row
91 Quash
92 Broadway or
20th Century

143 Professional
144 Procreated
145 Cease
prematurely
146 Scent Sp.
147 Certain
islands: abbr
148 Teams
149 Hues

Cherry Street
Plasm a Center

ARDEN

645 Cherry S.E
Robert
DeFauw,
special
agent in charge of the Federal
Drug Enforcement Admini
stration’s (DEA) Detroit Divi
sional office, said drug traffic
king “touches everyone, from
the elderly lady knocked
down and her hip broken for
a few dollars as she leaves the
grocery store to holdups in
banks, car thefts . . daytime
and nightime - virtually any
type of crime."

Sponsored by V e rnon's Hardware

13 Bare

14 Remnant
16 Othello’s wife
16 Bedevil
17
------------ earth
one
18 War god
84
Equine
19 Salamander
disfigurement
22 Give the slip
85 Haze plus
26 Possessions
87 Kind of
30 Great
complexion
quantities
89 Maples
3 3 ---- of March
90 Rent again
36 Tidal bores:
91 Locale
Brit.
93 Chemical suffix
37 What eagles
94 Snow maybe
did
96 Roast beef for
one
38 Paul ---98 Reversal
40 Girl's name, for
101 Sun prefix
short
102 Sacred bull
41 Bridge bid
105 Business abbrs
4 3 ---- on Sunday
106 Mote
44 Violet
benevolent
45 Antimacassars
108
Farewell,
to
46 Lyric poem
some
47 Illustrious old
llOMiiligal abbr
family
112 Time-honored
48 Rice dish
vocation
49 Compute too
113 Coerce

454-8251
Hours for donations
M - Th 7 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
T & F d a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays

HELP OTHERS & RECEIVE A
$5 BONUS WITH YOUR
FIRST PLASMA DONATION,
PLUS THIS COUPON
$7 for first visit during the week
$12 fur second visit during the week
Earn extra income weekly 5y‘ donating plasma

H0 T0 »MART/AUDIO»ViSUAL. INC.
060 W. Fulton • Grand Rapids. Ml 49504 • Phone (616)456-7881
3 block? east of John bTa-lf. Park
Your complete Camera Store
i
i
i
i
-i

'Arden’s is celebrating 5 years ot success
it their fulton location, and 32 years of business ’
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Lanthorn

Letters
Editor’s Note: The following
Utter is a copy o f one sent to
Chic Broersma o f GVSC Campus
Ministry from Dale Robinson,
Grand Valley’s Student Senate
President.
Dear Rev. Broerant;
Stated below b the Senate Re
solution passed at our October
ltd meeting.
Whereas, the Grand Valley Stu
dent Senate is very concerned
about die question of hunger in
our world today, we are in total
support of an Ethiopian Fast
Day.
Whereas, in an effort to coordi
nate the kind of educational pro
grams which can heighten aware
ness on this matter, the Grand
Valley Student Senate will work
with Campus Ministry in pro
moting this positive activity on
campus.
Please be free to contact me
Rev Broersma if I can be of any
help. This letter will be printed
in the next issue of the
Lanthorn.
Dale.Robinson
GVS Student"Senate
President
Dear Editor:
It has been brought tQ my at
tention that this years home
coming activities shall include a
beer tent at the football game
sponsored by the Alumni Assoc
iation. What a great idea! I can
only imagine how much money
they will make selling to all
those
bee ^drinking
football
fans.
As being an officer o f one of
the Greek Organizations on
campus, 1 am always trying to
use different types of fund
raisers. I think I’ll try to get «.
beer tent of my own to make
money at another game. But
wait; In reading my student
handbook I find in the student
code section the following:
“ . . The possession and/or con
sumption of alcoholic beverages,
including beer and wine, B pet"
mitted in the individuals private
As

h o rn

new spaper, The Lant
w e lco m e s

c o n ta in

te le p h o n e
a u th o r
m ay

the

and

nam e

num ber
The

We’re writing in response to
several issues brought up in the
October 2, Lanthorn. In parti
cular, the continued housing
situation.
We feel there is tremendous
need for much more on-campus
housing! A larger campus com 
munity would allow people to
congregate and inner-act more
frequently.
We believe there
would be more feelings o f unity
and spirit at this college if stu
dents were more centralized.
The increased enrollment at,
Grand Valley over the past
several years displays a great po
tential for growth. Yet, many
potential students are choosing
other colleges because they hear
o f our housing situation. Fresh
men, as well as upper-class stu
dents, generally do not want to
live away from campus.
We
need to grow together.
The third “Lanthorn Letter"
last week complained that Grand
Valley lacked more character"
istics of a “real” college; that it
didn't have a positive atmos
phere and wasn't as fun to be
around.
Also, the feature article by
Rodd Monts, on a tailgater,
asked in part, “What’s wrong
with this place? Why can't we
have some fun in the parking lot
before a game?" These exam
ples seem to reflect more

Con't on Pg 10
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cases
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Dear Editor ■

We ask that every

c o m m e n ts
letter

Robert D. Wilson

Valley's official

G ra n d

stu d e n t

living unit of the colkge's hous
ing facilities. This hospitality
situation does not allow for'the
sale, exchange, barter or traffic.
Beer in kegs b strictly pro
hibited.”
b GVSC so shrewd to think its
students aren't aware of its poli
cies? Allowing such practices
like this to happen, whether
favorable to students or not,
should not be condoned unless
every group organization is given
the same opportunity. Do other
organizations have to wait until
they give money to Grand
Valley, like the alumni, before
they are permitted to have such
fundraisers?

The
right

to

in

certain

Letter

L a n t h o rn reserves
edit
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of

legal or ethical restrictions, or
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of

space

lim ita tio n s
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ne sd ay,
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the preceeding Friday at 5:00
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B o b B u d lo n g
vEditor

w orst

is other advertising that b equal
ly tasteless, and hurts the move
ment just as much, if not more,
but I've never heard die outrage
towards them that is accorded
•Mr. Mein."
My question to the women’s
movement b simply this: Why
Ate you (as an organization) con
centrating so much effort on
changing Calvin Mein and so
little on changing Proctor &
Gamble or Johnson 8c Johnson?
Those two companies are re
sponsible for much of the commerciab that air during day-time
television. We've all seen them.
Those wonderful spots that
show women doing housework
and little else.
In these commercials an imma
culately groomed woman is
shown contemplating one of
life’s great mysteries. It could
be something as minor as which
fabric softener works best, or

something as mind-boggling as
what deanser leaves the kitchen
floor the shiniest
These mindless women are
more than damaging to just the
women's
rights
movement
They're an embarrassment to the
human race in general. Some
day after we're all dead, these
commercials will be saved on
tape and probably serve as the
only record of women in Ameri
can society.
I'm not defending the Calvin
Klein commercials, but I just
don’t understand why there's
so much attention placed on
them and so little on the day
time commercials.
In my opinion, the type of
image the day-time commercials
project about today’s woman is
far worse and more harmful than
anything Calvin Mein has ever
conceived.

South Africa situation
still a tragedy
By Henry E. Hardy
Lanthorn Guest Editorial
Recent events in South Africa have shaken the
conscience of the Western World. The profit mo
tive which drives our corporations to South Africa
because of its vast mineral wealth and low labor
costs, has come up against another force: the awak
ening morality of the people of Europe and Ameri
ca. By awakening and educating ourselves about the
economic underpinnings which allow the system of
apartheid to profit, we also take the first step in
freeing ourselves from the same authoritarian ten
dencies. This is the primary importance o f the push
for economic sanctions against South Africa.
Although South Africa is not currently under
going a full-scale revolution, the situation there is a
cause for serious concern. More than 600 people
have died, in more than a year of sometimes bloody
protests. Torture and police abuse o f power have
become widespread as authorities try to pre-empt
the opposition by arbitrary arrests and detentions
without due process o f law. Under the current state
of emergency, persons can be held without charges
for two weeks without the right to contact a lawyer,
or anyone else. Police arc not held legally liable for
injury or death of the prisoners.
This week, the South African courts acted for the
first time to restrain the reign of terror. Judge

J.P.C. Ekstecn of the Port Elizabeth Supreme
Court, issued an “interdict", or restraining order,
against the systematic abuse and torture of the pri
soners held under the state of emergency in the Port
Elizabeth and Uitenhage regions. The order was
issued after testimony from a prison doctor, Dr
Wendy Orr She said that at least 150 of the dc
tainces had severe injuries which “ could not have
been inflicted legally
The doctor said that she kept records starting Au
gust 1 which showed “ an extensive pattern of police
abuse upon detainees held under the emergency
regulations."
“What disturbs me most," she said, “is that detain
ees arc bang taken out of my care for the purposes
of interrogation and, during the course of this in

downstairs in the K irkhof Cen

Calvin's

Thought
Before I go fpy further, IH
admit that this column may
anger some people. The whole
issue of feminism tends to polar
ize people and that’s what this
piece b about.
I don't think myself so quali
fied and educated that I'm able
to criticize the women’s move
ment or to offer it suggestions.
I am after all, male, young, and
still in prusuit o f my first college
degree.-----I do however, feel qualified to
ask proponents of the movement
a question. Last week I was
watching television, and the pre
sident of some women’s organi
zation was blasting the Calvin
Klein television commercials.
This woman called the ads de
grading, sexist and harmful to
everything the women’s move
ment is trying to accomplish. I
agree with her. I find tjje ads
tasteless myself. However, there
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terrogation, brutally assaulted.”
Among the most common injuries were facial in

juries, broken eardrums, and welts and blisters from
rubber whips. She reported that she had treated
more than 360 inmates for injuries on one day, Sep
tember 4.
Why should these events in South Africa call for
an extraordinary response when torture and abuse
exists also in other countries such as Iran and the
Soviet Union?
The answer is that the financial and strategic in
terests of the United States and Britain arc at stake
in South Africa. Britain and the United States are
South Africa’s largest trading partners. Much o f
South Africa's infrastructure, in key sectors such as
computers and transport, is provided by multi
national corporations such as IBM and General
Motors. In return, the U.S. and Britain get the
lion’s share of South Africa's riches in gold, dia
monds, uranium and chromium.
It is politically easy, relatively speaking, to obtain
from Congress, sanctions against unfriendly coun
tries with which the U.S. has few economic interests
at stake.
Correspondingly, such economic sanc
tions against countries like the Soviet Union, Cuba,
and Poland have little real impact.
Strict U.S. and British sanctions against the Pre
toria regime would have a profound impact on the
South African economy. Even the threat of limited
sanctions caused a financial panic which forced the
South African currency sharply down in value and
led South Africa to declare a montorium on the re
payment of its foreign debt. It is Amencan and Bri
tish corporations which have helped to build the
prison which is South Africa. Thus it is, that part
of the key to the situation is in the hands of U.S.

corporations and banks.
Far nght-wing critics of the anc-aparthcid move
ment have managed to create some confusion over
the issue of sanctions by resorting to the McCarthy
era tactics of Red-baiting and distorting the facts.
Rev Jerry Fallwcil, who seems to have appointed
himself as the foremost apologist for the racist re
gime, has said that there is not one South African
who favors disinvestment- This is not true.
Of course, it is a crime in South Africa for anyone
to advocate disinvestment- This alone shows the po
tential for the movement to influence die South
African situation. Many South Africans do support

Con't on Pg 10
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to this awesome threat to human
existence in the arena of nego
I agree wholeheartedly with Dr.
tiation (SALT, START, “ STAR
Hamburg's contention that we
WARS” Debates, jftc.).
The
can neglect laaues o f human eon* . Union of Concerned Scientists
insist that we begin, by adopting
flict resolution, be they local,
a "No First Use” policy and
national, or intehiational in
then'proceed to build up die
scope, no longer, f run also in
agreement with him in die ret- > conventional weaponry neces
sary to back up such a pledge
son which he offers in support
(WQVC, “ No First Use,” 28 Sep
of this contention: man now
has the potential to wipe himself
tember 1985). Other groups
favor arms reduction, while still
totally off the globe (thus end
others simply advocate arms
ing til further Conflicts, fto be
sure, but certainty this isSiot a
limitation.
There is a second category of
viable solution).
What are some viable solutions?
concerned! people, not neces
Do we have any leads?
sarily entirely distinct in com
One category of scholars con
position from the first, whose
tinue to hold on to the hope of
voice, though relatively quiet
generating an external solution
thus far, is calling for an intense
-

More
Letters
—-V-
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Cbii’t from P g9
feelings of frustration with our
environment, not necessarily a
lack of college spirt. We must
develope places of learning and
personal well-being together as a
whole.
Grand Valley doesn’t
just have to be a so called "suit
case college.”
We believe th a t what die task'
force and various committee’s
are doing in theory are practical
attempts. However, have they
really resolved anything or just
created a practice of meetings
year after year? It’s pdkible for
committee’s to hold personal
conflicting
interests
among
themselves and'the constituents
they serve.
If students were n otforced to
be scattered throughout the sur
rounding areas this campus
would have immense potential '
to become a much larger, more
unified college. " Developing
more on-campus housing will
help increase - campus spirit,
atmosphere, and ease the tre
mendous rent increases by area
landlords.
The Lower Level
Lenny Overmyer
J.T. Whitmore
Todd Somers
Kurt Armstrong
Paul Cooper

Morford
Con't from Pg 7
gonna do, 1 can’t just sit here,
I’m turning red. My skin is
starting to crawl, my pimples
are popping all by themselves
kand running down my face.
I’m losing it. I’ve got to make it

T b k ' k in response to David
Conklin’s letter in the October
2tM UeoftheLanthoih. _v
First of all, I expected to see a
letter in response to what I
thought was an intelligently
written, straight-forward piece
about homosexuality. What I
did not expect was that this re-,
sponse would be so overbear
ingly didactic, and so conceptu
ally hypocritical. ,
Mr. Conklin, not only did you
contribute a tremendous setback
to homosexual acceptance, but
y o u also alienated many good
Christians by claiming to know
exactly what the Bible says and
means (which can be entirely
different). You also seem to say
that if you are one, you cannot
be the other. This, my friend,
is quite a fallacy. There are
many good Christians who are
also homosexual. In fact, I have
priest.
I do not understand what gives
you the right to condemn one
person’s interpretation of die
Bible with your own. I think
the decision about who goes to
heaven should be left to God.
(And I doubt that it will be
based on the gender of the per
son you love.)
I think it would be wise, Mr.
Conklin, if you reworded your
letter or totally retracted it. I
feel an apology is not out of
order here.
Mike Kuhn

_______

to tbe bathroom and I’m gonna
crawl in one of those stalls and
just be safe, and, read the graffitti. Yeah, that’s i t . . . .
What am I worried about, I
don’t look that bad. Boy, the
things I worry about, I think
I’ll go home and sleep for
awhile. Whew! It’s hot in hereman I’m going bald . . . boy,
do I have an itch . . . .

search effort under the rubric
of an internal solution to man’s
ddema:
This group, among
whom k Dr. Hamburg, points
out that die ultimate solution
lies not in trying to forcibly re
strain wayward mankind by con
tinuing to pile law upon treaty
upon law upon treaty, but in
stead. it lies in changing man
kind, individual by individual
(die only way it can be accom
plished) from die inside out.
But wait a minute 1 What about
die Humanistic doctrine that
man is by nature basically good)
why (indeed, how) must he ex
perience an internal change?

Con't on Pg 12

America m ust make choice
Con’t from Pg 9
disinvestment. The Rev. Maurice Ngakane, former
Assistant General Secretary of the South African
Council of Churches, had this to say when he spoke
at last year’s sit-in at the GVSC campus:
“We would like to see the multi-national corpor
ations of America leaving South Africa. Period.’’
“That’s all we say. Because the interests of the
multi-national corporations are there for the
minerals and resources that are there. They are
there for the cheap labor that is available in South
Africa. They are there for the manganese, for the
cobalt, for the platinum, for the uranium in this
mad nuclear race. ” *
So it is that disinvestment and other sanctions are
riot enough. Because when one examines closely
the economic and political structure of the South
African state, one sees th a t the system of oppres
sion provides profits for American business. The
oppressed workers of South Africa provide a pool of
cheap, easily managed labor. Thus it is in the in
terests of the business community to support the
system which allows so few to exploit the labor of
so many.
This is why divestment hits so close to home.
When a South African man or woman grieves for
a child or a lover who has fallen into the hands of
the security forces, the President of General Motors
does not feel that. But when the hundreds of mil'

lions of dollars which are being disinvested hurt
GM’s bottom line, then they feel i t This is the unportance of divestment It helps us to see tlearly
for ourselves die connection between our oppres
sive client states with their pools of labor and re
sources and the corporations which provide die
technical means for these governments to prosper.
Soon, as the revolution in South Africa goes to a
higher pitch, we will be faced with another choice.
America’s financial interests are going to be threat
ened by a newly aroused population which has no
cause flh love America because of our unwavering
support for the white regime. Will we choose the
people uho are fighting for their freedom, or will
we choose to protect the white men with the big
bank accounts as we have in Central America? Will
we, in another five years, be financing another set
of “contras”, fighting for their “freedom” from the
“Communist" liberation front?
It is time for America to choose, between profits
and people, and between power and principle.
When we see clearly the connection between our
own corporate prosperity and the neocolonisl
domination of the third world, then it is time to
make a new decision about the true character of
America. It is this decision which the disinvestment
advocates press upon us now. That is why sanctions
arc important, and also why they are not enough.
The moral character of Amerrcan hangs in the
balance.

By Rodrick Wells
Stiff Writer
Grand Valley’s no-quit att
itude prevailed Saturday.
With 10 minutes left in the
third quarter, the Lakers foot
ball team trailed Perris State
21- 0 .
At this point, Coach Tom
Beck inserted quarterback Guy
Schuler into the line-up.
Schuler then lead the Lakers
to four unanswered touch
downs to pull out a 27-21 win
in one of Grand Valley’s great
est come-backs ever.
The first half was dominated

by Ferris Sate, as they allowed
" the Lakers zero first downs
in the first quarter, and only
five for the half. The Bulldogs
jumped out to a 14-0 half
time lead, and when they
scored on their first drive of
the second half, Schuler took
over.
He drove the Lakers 41 yards
for their first touchdown, and
capped it off himself by
running in a two-point con
version.
Brian Mulcahy’s sack of the
Ferris
State
quarterback
stopped the next Bulldog drive.
Grand Valley took advantage,

and went 66 yards on 10 plays.
Schuler scored the touchdown'
on a two-yard run to dose*
the gap to 21-14.
Another quarterback sack,
this time by Mike Smits
led to another Laker touch
down.
After Schuler converted a
crucial third-down with an 18yard run, Sylvester Johnson
caught a screen pass and
went 18 yards to tie the game
at 21-21.
The play of die game cjme
late in the fourth quarter. The
Lakers were on die Ferris
State 49 yard-line, and were

Harriers have mixed
results over weekend
By Deanna McVicar
Staff Writer
Grand Valley's men's cross
Country team had a spectacular
weekend, taking top honors at
the Spring Arbor Invitational.
With five teams competing, the
Lakers compiled only 29 points
and placed five runners in the
top ten.
Tim Heintcelman won the
meet, setting a course record of
25:53.
Phil Vandyke placed
third, Chris Karas and Tony
Tidswell took seventh and
eighth, and Eddie Kiessel ran
tenth.
It was the best showing of the
year for the Lakers, and sets
them up for this weekend, as
they host the Grand Valley In
vitational.
Meanwhile, the women’s cross
country team traveled to Ferris
State last Saturday for a dual
meet and came up short, losing
47-16.
Weather conditions were less

CHF.ECH'S COR NER
Washington over Detroit
Seattle over Arlanta
San Francisco over Chicago
Denver over Indianapolis
K.
C. over San Diego
L. A Rams over Tampa Bay
Miami over N Y. Jets
L. A Raiders over New Orleans
St. Louis over Philadelphia
KecorJ

14 out o f 25

56%

Grand Valley students were
asked to list who they fed arc
the top ten teams in pro foot
ball. The results are as follows
4-0
1 Chicago
(48)
2 L A Rams
4-0
(46)
(26)
3 St Louis
3-1
4 Kansas Gry
(24)
3-1
3-1
(23 5 Miami
6 San Francisco 2 i
(21;
~J N.Y. Giants
3-1
(18)
(16)
8 Minnesota
3-1
(14)
9 Dallas
3-1
2-2
10 Seattle
( 8)
2-2
( 8)
10 L A Raiders

than ideal, as stiff winds and rain
added misery to the 45 degree
weather.
Leading Grand Valley was
Marie Bobrowski, in fifth place,
overall. Deanna McVicar and
Andrea
Finkbeiner claimed
ninth and tenth places, while

a 3-2 marie overall.
They’ll travel to Connecticut
this weekend to play Central
Connecticut State on Saturday.
Game time is 7:30 pm.
The Lakers are''on a roll now.
They have total confidence.
Central Connecticut State has no
chance. The Lakers will totally
dominate.
Bring on those
Raiders.
GVSC 34
C.C.S. 7

Track Meeting

Running in fifteenth place was
Cherie Bradley, while the seven
teenth, eighteenth and twentieth
places belonged to Pam Reuppert, Anne Meyer and Cindy
Payne respectively. Jean Mentsjer had to drop out due to an
illness, but should be ready in
time for this weekend.

There will be an organization
al meeting for anyone inter
ested in running women’s track
next spring for Grand Valley.
The meeting is scheduled for

October 10, at 4 pm in the Field
House lobby.
Watch for more information in
future editions of the Lajitbom.
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“CAMPUS REP NEEDED."
Earn big commissions and
free trips by selling Fort
Lauderdale, Nassau Paradise,
Island Carribean Cruise, and
skiing to Vermont and Colorado. For more information
call toll free 1-800231-0113
or in Connecticut (203)
357-9024.

ATTENTION VETERANS:

A work-study position is available at
Grand Valley State College Records Office
as a veteran’s work-study representative.
This position pays $ 3 3 5 an hour, and the

Learn to Sky d lvell Group rates
available.
Call Action A ir at
1-834-3340 or 243-8007.
$10-$ 360 Weekly/Up Maumg Cir
culars! No quotas! Sincerely int
erested rush self-addressed envelope
to: Success, PO Box 470 CEG,
W-'rvfetnck, IL 60098.

Survival Game:
If you have not
played the game yet this may be
your last chance before the regular
season ends on Nov. 4th. Bring a

work schedule can be adjusted according
to classes.
Please contact David Bartlett
assistant registrar, or Judy Crutcher, work-

H O R S E B A C K Riding 7 days a week,
10am to 6pm. $7.00 with a guide, $8.00

buddy and two can play fbr the
game fee of one. Ask for Bob at

without. Sunset Ride - 6:15 to 8:30
$12.00 with reservations. Groups of 8
or more. H A Y R ID E S , Parties, Scenic
color tours.
Flying Horseshoe Ranch,

8905306.

Inc

795-7119.

$60 P E R H U N D R E D P A ID for re-

study veterans representative, at 895-3327
or stop by in person at the Records Office
in the lower level of the Seidman House.

The Lakers are in first place
in the Great Lakes Conference
with a 2-0 league teedrd, and

facing a fourth-and-one. They
gave the ball to Johnson, and
he gained the yard plus some.
Ray Burkner then scored on a
16 yard run with 2:56 left to
give Grand Valley a come-back
win, 27-21.
Some outstanding individual
efforts for the Lakers were
turned in by Buckner, Schuler
and Dan Reeves. Buckner
gained 113 yards on 24 carries,
Schuler came off the bench
to complete 10 of 17 passes
for 148 yards, and Reeves
led the Laker defense with
five unassisted and two assisted
tackles.

malling letters from homel Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope
for Informatlon/applicatlon.

X

Associates, Box 06-B.
Roselle, NJ 07203

I

Term papers, Resumes etc.
typed; accurate, proressional,
reasonable.
o32-29o0 Call
anytime.

HAIRLO FT
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nreir the Goalpost

WELCOME BACK
BEER, LIQUOR, W INE, j
SPECIALS |
K E G BEER .LO TT ER Y |STUDENTS
with c oupon
T IC K E T S ,P O S T O F F IC E
5U< HI U)h<‘ \li( Instill UnVL AllCTUicilr

H O U RS:
M — TH 7am -11 pm
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IrrvC.
214 E. F u lt o n

G r a n d R a p id * , M ic h ig a n 40503

art supplies
drafting supplies
custom framing

• ART

tm

casts

• M A G IC M A R K ER
• AAASCM C A A B R U SM

• AUTO G RAPH
• M TY1U TTH BNG

• PO RTFO LIO S - PFtfSfJFTATlON

•M N FM G >A0S

•EKEMAU

•conn

t ST R A T H M O R E PRO D U CTS

• C K S C O fT C A R O iO A M

* TAM

• F A S C IA F R A U S

• w E B o r c o t m io

• FOR* C O M 80

• W M SC A ffW T O N

• F O S T fB BOONS

• I-A C T 0

• fR A M E K lT FR A M E S

• w AToa

Free Parking
10% Student Discount

|

458-9393

P ictu res P lea se Ltd.
MINOLTA CAMERAS • BATTERIES
RAINFALL GREETING CARDS • FRAMES
ALBUMS • ACCESSORIES
EVERY MONDAY:
30% DISCOUNT ON ENLARGEMENTS

33

CHECK OUR PRICES!

1-HOUR
PHOTO

Wmm

We specialize in custom orders and
super size prints.
The Grand Valley women's volleyball team is enjoying an outstanding season. Under Head
Coach Joan Boand, The Lakers have played themselves into the 17th ranked team in the
country among Division II teams.

Still more
letters
Con't from Pg 10
Again, I agree with Dr. Hamburg
that this Humanistic notion re
garding human nature must be
challenged in light of the contin
ually expanding mountain of expenential evidence which overtly
contradicts it.
“ Until it is
proven otherwise, we had better
assume that the human species
is a potentially violent animal
organized into potentially vio
lent
societies,”
states
Dr.
Hamburg, and later on: “human
beings will have to reckon with
their own nature, particularly
the tendencies toward prejudice,
ethnocentrism, and violent ag
gression. ”
So we see that if we are really
serious about solving this crucial
issue of conflict resolution, we
must first swallow our humani
stic pride and come to grips with
our true nature. Dr. Hamburg,
in his essay, brings up a second
important point which is basic
to the issue at hand.
Fortunately, most of us have
been schooled in the context
of the idea of Cultural Relati
vism where all cultures, with
their
accompanying
values,
norms, and mores, are viewed
(ideally) objectively and without
criticism simply on the basis that
thev are different. Unfortunate
ly, however, this idea seems to
have mutated and expanded in
the minds of many to the point
where they will no longer cn

ticize any value or belief what
soever, no matter who is promul
gating it nor what its ramifica
tions might be, for fear of being
labelled provincial, conservative,
and/or fundamental. As a conse
quence, they have tossed out the
possibility of a universal ethic
or value system and have tended
to accept formerly unthinkable
situations or actions, merely
stating, verbally or tacitly, “ Oh,
th a t’s just the way they are."
(Consider the United States’
non-involvement
with
the
U.S.S.R. as she invaded Afghan
istan, or the impotence with
which our society today deals
with any moral problem such as
the recent “ Baby Doe” situa
tions.)
Thus, Cultural Relativism (al
though a sound posture in it
self) has led to Moral Relativism
which has led us nowhere ex
cept back to square one in
search of a universal ethic and
ideal which is the only canopy
under which conflicts of any
kind can he solved.
Dr
Hamburg refers to these as
' ‘super-ordmate goals" and em
phasizes that “ we must find a
basis for fundamental human
idcnnficaoon across a diversity
of cultures," and an understand
ing "which knows no national
boundaries
etc ” Dr Ham
burg urges all people to “ do
something useful f We air at
the crossroads between civiliza
non and annihilation.
'■(ore strongly than ever. Codas
I am an "internalist" and I be
iieve that the answer has teen

known for as long as the ques
tion but has been ignored so far
because the situation was never
so grave. The Bible explicitly
and honestly declares the depra
vity of man (unlike any other
religious document) and also de
clares that there is hope for m an
kind because of God’s redemp
tive work in the death and resun
rection of Jesus. (This profound
and sure hope of release from
moral evil (sin) is also unique
among
world religions and
faiths.) Consider G od’s word to
us in Ephesians 2:14:
For He Himself is our peace,
who made both groups into
one, and broke down the ban
ricr of the dividing wall,
and again in Ephesians 4:2-6.
. . . with all humility and gendencss, with patience, show
ing forbearance to one ano
ther in love, being diligent
to preserve the unity of the
Spirit in the bond of peace.
There is one body and one
Spint, just as also you were
called in one hope of your
calling, one Lord, one faith,
one baptism, one God and
father of all who is over all
and through all and in all.
1 suggest that we each exercise
our rational capabilities and
choose to accept God's internal
solution rather than continue to
put our trust in the increasingly
tenuous assumption of the basic
goodness of human nature and
the resultant hope that man can
work out his problems external
i v on his own.
T im othy Thiers
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